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There are many proposals trying to address the
above issues, such as [1], [2], [3]. In the existing
researches, CAN is a typical structured P2P overlay
supporting multi-dimensional attributes, but searching
in CAN is not very efficient and its maintenance cost is
considerably high [3]. Many routing algorithms [2], [4]
based on CAN have been proposed. However, these
routing algorithms are proposed to supply complex
query (e.g., range query, KNN query), and they can not
improve the inherent weakness of CAN. Consequently,
there is a need of methodologies and techniques for a
scalable P2P overlay supporting efficient searching
over multi-dimensional resource attributes.
The ultimate goal of our research is to develop a
scalable P2P overlay supporting multi-dimensional
resource attributes with high routing efficiency and
low maintenance cost. Towards this end, we propose
the Flabellate overlAy Network (FAN), a new
structured P2P network supporting multi-dimensional
attributes. In FAN, the peers are mapped into a ddimensional Cartesian space. The resource searching
and network management in FAN are based on the
peer’s distance. FAN peers can find resources in
O(log(N/k)) hops when there are N peers in FAN and a
subspace contains up to k peers. We have presented the
FAN construction, the network maintenance, and the
corresponding peer management mechanism in this
paper.
We carried out the simulation experiments to
evaluate the FAN performance. The experimental
results demonstrate that FAN can get a logarithmic
routing efficiency with a low maintenance cost. Since
FAN is a scalable routing overlay, many improved
routing algorithms [1] supporting complex query based
on CAN and the P2P routing algorithms [5]
independent of any underlying framework can also be
implemented over FAN.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section, we compare FAN to some related work.
Section 3 details the FAN protocols for resource

Abstract
Peer-to-peer (P2P) technology provides an efficient
way for resource distribution, and sharing. While most
current P2P systems only support queries over a single
attribute which limits the popularity of the P2P
technology. Full-blown P2P applications require the
efficient resource searching supporting multidimensional attributes. In this paper, we propose
Flabellate overlAy Network (FAN), a scalable P2P
overlay supporting multi-dimensional attributes. In
FAN, the peers are mapped into a d-dimensional
Cartesian space. The resource management and
searching are based on the peer’s second moment to
the origin of coordinates. The theoretical analyses and
experimental results demonstrate that FAN has high
routing efficiency and low network maintenance cost
over the existing structured P2P systems by storing
logarithmic routing messages in peers and achieving
logarithmic-hop resource searching. And many
improved routing algorithms supporting multi-attribute
queries can be implemented over FAN and achieve
better performance.

1. Introduction
In the past several years, P2P technology has
received considerable attention from the research and
industry communities. However, most current P2P
systems only support content searching over a single
attribute (keyword or file name), such as file sharing
applications popularized in Gnutella, BitTorrent. Fullblown P2P applications require an efficient resource
searching over multi-attributes. For example, we
develop an equipment trading system which requires
the efficient equipment searching over manufacturer,
production date, specifications, and so on. Therefore,
an efficient paradigm for P2P resource routing over
multi-dimensional resource attributes is needed.
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searching and network management. In Section 4, we
evaluate the FAN performance with the experiments.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

search [16] have been proposed. While the motivations
of these works were to enable the complex query over
multi-dimensional attributes, they were not to improve
the resource searching over multi-attributes. Hence, the
P2P applications need an efficient P2P underlying
routing framework supporting multi-dimensional
attributes. And it is also the motivation of our research.
Since the proposed overlay is fan-shaped, we call the
network architecture in this paper as the Flabellate
overlAy Network (FAN), and the corresponding
routing method is named FAN routing algorithm.
Many improved routing algorithms [1], [4] over CAN
and other algorithms [5] independent of underlying
DHT topology can also be implemented in FAN and
achieve better performance.

2. Related work
Researchers have done much work in P2P resource
searching, which can be classified by many points of
view such as network structure, query dimension, etc.
In this section, we discussed unstructured and
structured P2P networks, and introduced their
respective routing algorithms.
The first category is the routing algorithms in the
unstructured P2P network, such as Gnutella [6]. A peer
in Gnutella uses flooding to query its neighbors within
a radius. Such searching approach does not depend on
any peer, but it leads to unacceptable network load.
The second category is the routing algorithms in the
structured P2P network. We divided the routing
algorithms into two subcategories: 1) algorithm
supporting single dimensional attribute; 2) algorithm
supporting multi-dimensional attributes.
Chord [7] and Tapestry [8] are two typical structured
P2P network supporting resource search over single
dimensional attribute. Chord assigns keys to nodes
with consistent hashing and adopts a ring topology to
manage resources and its routing efficiency is O(logN).
Tapestry is similar to the longest prefix matching
technology in the classless inter-domain routing
(CIDR). And its routing efficiency is also O(logN).
CAN uses a d-dimensional Cartesian space to
manage the resources and support resource search over
multi-dimensional attributes. Many improved routing
algorithms [1], [2], [4] over CAN have been proposed.
Each CAN peer has a set of d-dimensional coordinates.
Every node manages a virtual zone containing itself
and stores information of its immediate neighbors.
CAN routing efficiency is O(dN1/d). However, both the
normal leaving procedure and the immediate takeover
will make a node hold several zones. When peers
frequently join and leave CAN or simultaneously
appear failure with multiple adjacent peers, the
maintenance cost of CAN is considerably high.
In the past several years, many related work has
been done on P2P resource searching supporting multidimensional attributes. For example, Bin Liu et al.
proposed a routing algorithm [1] supporting multidimensional queries, A. R. Bharambe et al. proposed
Mercury [9], C. Tang et al. proposed pSearch [2], and
H. V. Jagadish proposed a multi-dimensional indexing
P2P schema VBI-Tree [10]. Moreover, some other P2P
routing algorithms such as adaptive connection
establishment [11], P-Ring [12], Gossip query [13],
SCOPE [14], clustering search [15] and assisted P2P

3. FAN protocols
3.1. FAN construction
The resources are described by d-dimensional
attributes. And FAN uses consistent hashing [18] to
compute the attributes and map the resources into a
node of a d-dimensional Cartesian space which is
called FAN mapping space. In a d-dimensional FAN,
given a node P at (x1,x2,...,xd), we define its secondmoment to the origin of coordinates which is shown in
Equation 1 as its distance in FAN.
d

D p = x1 + x2 + ... + xd = ∑ xi .
2

2

2

2

(1)

i =1

FAN mapping space is divided into non-overlapping
and continuous subspaces, and each node falls into a
unique subspace. The FAN subspace is defined as
follows. We use A(a,b) to denote a subspace which
covers peer’s distance range (a,b]. For each node P in
the subspace A(a,b), its distance Dp satisfies a<Dp•b.
Furthermore, all nodes P whose distance satisfies
a<Dp•b belong to the subspace A(a,b). And we also
define the distance between the subspace A(a,b) and a
peer P in Equation 2.
a − DP

a > DP

D − b
 P

DP > b

DistanceAtoP= 0

a ≤ DP ≤ b .

(2)

We draw a 2-dimensional FAN structure in Figure
1(a). Resource searching in FAN is equal to finding its
subspace. Therefore, a peer in FAN must store peer
information in the same and adjacent subspaces, like
the peer P in Figure 1(a). This structure makes peers
store much routing information. To reduce the routing
messages at every peer, we use super-peers to manage
the subspaces. Figure 1(b) illustrates a 2-dimensional
FAN structure with super peers. Other dimensions are
similar.
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In FAN, super-peers manage the subspaces, process
searching requests. The super-peer plays more
important roles than the passive peers. To achieve
good performance and high stability, a super-peer
should have more computational power than the
passive peers. With more peers joining the subspaces,
it is possible that some passive peers have more
computational power than the super-peers. In FAN, we
assume that every peer is altruistic, the super-peer
periodically checks all peers in the subspace to look for
any passive peer with more computational power and
better network bandwidth. If found, the powerful
passive peer will replace the super-peer to manage the
subspace. According to the related analysis [17], the
redundant super-peer is necessary for a realistic P2P
system. So in FAN, a redundant super-peer watches the
supper-peer and synchronizes the super-peer
information. When the super-peer leaves, the
redundant one will replace it.

searches R locally. If not found, S delivers the query
message to the super-peer of an adjacent subspace
closer to R. Thus, FAN routing strategy always
delivers the query message to the super-peer closer to
the target until it arrives.
Algorithm 1. FAN resource searching algorithm
Input: P, query point; R, query target resources.
Routing (P, R)
1. if (R is in P’s resource list) then
2. return R;
3. else if (P is a passive peer) then
4. deliver the searching request to its super-peer;
5. else
6. deliver the request to the nearest super-peer;
7. end if end if
For the sake of generality, we assume that the FAN
mapping space is d-dimensional, network size is N and
a subspace can contain k peers at most.
FAN subspace amount is O(N/k), and using the
routing process in Algorithm 1 the routing messages
can only be relayed from one subspace to its
immediate neighbor. Therefore, the routing efficiency
is also O(N/k) which is not satisfied. The key to
optimization of FAN is the selection of long-distance
links that are maintained in addition to the immediate
adjacent subspaces. We introduce the extended
adjacent subspace to improve the FAN routing
efficiency.
In an improved FAN overlay, a super-peer stores not
only the immediate adjacent super-peers but also the
super-peers in the subspaces at intervals of 2j layers
which are defined as the extended adjacent subspace.
Figure 2 illustrates the improved FAN overlay
structure.

S: super-peer
Redundant super-peers
P: passive peer
A0-3:subspaces

A0

A1

A2

A3

(a) FAN without super-peer (b) FAN with super-peers

Figure 1. 2-dimensional FAN network structure

3.2. Routing in FAN
Every peer in FAN belongs to a subspace and
maintains a routing table which stores peer
coordinates, IP address, and the subspace information.
The super-peer stores the information of all peers in its
subspace, i.e. item 1 to 3 in Table 1(a) and the superpeers in its adjacent subspace, i.e. item 4 and 5. The
passive peer only stores the super-peer and the back-up
super peer in the subspace.
Table 1. FAN routing table in a super-peer
Peer coordinates
(1,0.5,1,1.5, 1, 1)
(0,0.5,2,1.5, 1)
(1,1,1,1.4,0, 1.5)
(1,0,0.5,0.5, 1)
(2,2.5,1.5,0, 2)

Peer address
211.69.192.70:9705
211.69.192.80:9705
211.69.202.18:9706
211.80.102.79:9705
211.82.101.78:9705

Subspace range
(5,10)
(5,10)
(5,10)
(3,5)
(10,18)

Figure 2. The improved FAN structure
With the improvement, super-peers can deliver the
query messages to the super-peer whose subspace is
nearest to the target resources. Suppose that a routing
source peer and the target resources are at the intervals
of M layer subspaces and every subspace covers an
equal distance range. And then the distance between
the source peer and the target resources can be halved
during each query message transferring. Moreover, M
follows the uniform distribution from 1 to O(N/k), so a
query message can reach the target in O(log(N/k)) hops.

The peers in FAN store all resource information in
the same subspace. Therefore, searching resources in
FAN is equivalent to finding a peer who is in the same
subspace with the resources. When a peer P searches
the resources R, P firstly computes R’s coordinates and
searches R locally. If not found, P delivers the query to
its super-peer S (if P is a super-peer, this step can be
omitted). When S receives the query request, S also
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Using the extended adjacent subspaces, FAN routing
efficiency can be improved from O(N/k) to O(log(N/k)).
However, the additional maintenance cost can not be
ignored. The extended adjacent subspace in FAN has
an important property, the transitivity property.
Property 1. Transitivity. If subspace B2 is an
extended adjacent subspace of subspace B1 at interval
of 2j(j>1) layers, then there must exist a subspace B
between B1 and B2, and B is both B1’s and B2’s
extended adjacent subspace. We call this property as
the transitivity of the extended adjacent subspace.
For the transitivity property of the extended adjacent
subspace, a super-peer only needs know the immediate
adjacent subspace information and periodically
explores the known extended adjacent subspaces. By
this way, it can update all the extended subspace
information. Since the super-peer stores more routing
information (O(log(N/k))) which enables it quickly
deliver query requests to improve FAN routing
efficiency. Moreover it can reduce the load of the
passive peers.

The message generated during the joining process is
computed in three cases:
a) When subspace peer is less than k, the new
joining peer registers at the super-peer to complete
joining. The joining process generates O(1) messages.
b) We assume that the peers in a subspace follow the
uniform distribution from 1 to k. When the joining
process requires subspace adjustment but no super-peer
transferring, some passive peers will change subspaces.
The mathematical expectation of changing subspace
peer is shown in Equation 3. Meanwhile, two adjusted
subspaces should transmit new subspace information to
their O(log(N/k)) extended adjacent subspaces. It
generates O(k/4+2log(N/k)) messages in total.
k −1

E= ∑ (k + 1 −
i =1

3.3. Peer joining
When a peer P attempts to join FAN, P firstly
connects to a peer as bootstrap, and finds the subspace
A which covers P’s distance and join. If the peers in A
does not reach k, P registers at A’s super-peer to join
the subspace. Otherwise, because FAN routing
efficiency is relative to the subspace amount, we adjust
A with its immediate adjacent subspaces rather than
split A immediately. In such situation, P firstly
registers at A’s super-peer S, which checks whether
peers in two immediate adjacent subspaces A1 and A2
have reached k. If peers in both A1 and A2 already have
reached k, and then A splits into two new subspaces
with equal peer amount. Otherwise, A adjusts with the
immediate adjacent subspace which has the fewer
peers.
Algorithm 2. Peer joining FAN
Input: P, the peer attempting to join the FAN.
PeerJoin(P)
1. connect to a peer and find subspace A covers P;
2. if (peer amount in A < k) then
3. P registers at super-peer to complete joining;
4. else if (peer in the immediate adjacent subspaces = k)
5.
A split into two subspaces, P joins one;
6. else
7.
A adjusts with an immediate adjacent subspace;
8. end if end if
In FAN we use the subspace adjustment to decrease
the subspace amount. However, the super-peer may be
transferred during the adjustment operation. We call
the transferred super-peer as the outdated super-peer.
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k +1+ i
k 1
) /(k − 1) = − .
2
4 2

(3)

c) If super-peer is transferring during subspace
adjusting, O(k/4) peers will change subspaces. And
two super-peers need issue the new subspace
information to O(log(N/k)) extended adjacent
subspaces. It generates O(k/4+2log(N/k)) messages in
total.
When the super-peer transferred in peer joining
process, before the new subspace information reaches
all extended adjacent subspaces, the routing requests
will still be delivered to it. So the outdated super-peer
does not discard the routing information immediately.
We start a timer initialized in proportion to the volume
of the outdated super-peer routing table. When the
timer expires, the outdated super-peer considers that all
the extended adjacent subspaces have gotten the new
subspace information and discards the outdated routing
information. Analyzing case a, b, and c, we can draw a
conclusion that the cost for a peer joining FAN
is O(

log(N / k )
) . The expected message amount in a
k

joining process is expressed in Equation 4.
E (cos t ) =

(k − 1) × 1 + k / 4 + 2 log( N / k ) 2
N
≈ log( ) . (4)
k
k
k

3.4. Peer departing
When a peer attempts to leave FAN, the associated
routing information must update on time to ensure
FAN integrity. When a passive peer attempts leaving
FAN, it notifies its super-peer to complete leaving. In
this case, it generates O(1) message. When a superpeer attempts to leave, the backup super-peer replaces
it. The message generated in this process is also O(1).
However, if the leaving peer is the last one, the
immediate adjacent subspace B with fewer peers takes
over this empty subspace and O(log(N/k)) messages
would be generated. Therefore, it is found that the

The peer distance is the foundation of subspace
partitioning and resource searching. However, in a ddimensional Cartesian space, some different peers had
different coordinates may have the same peer distance.
Furthermore, the peers with the same distance cannot
be placed into different subspaces. So, the max number
of peers with the same distance can not exceed the
subspace capability (k). We carried out the experiments
to evaluate it with various N, d, and M values.

log(N / k )
) massages which
k

are expressed in Equation 5.
N
( k − 1) × 1 + 2 log( N / k )
2
≈ 1 + log( ) . (5)
k
k
k

Algorithm 3. Peer departing from FAN
Input: P, peer attempting to leave FAN
PeerLeave (P)
1. if (P is a passive peer) then
2. super-peer deletes leaving peer information;
3. else if (P is the last one in the subspace) then
4.
an immediate adjacent subspace takes over;
5. else
6.
backup super-peer replaces the leaving one;
7. end if end if
The simultaneous departure of the super-peer and
backup one in a subspace will distort the extended
subspace links. To ensure the stability of FAN, each
passive peer maintains information of immediate
adjacent subspaces and the passive peers in the same
subspace. When a passive peer detects that the superpeer and backup one are both offline in periodical
exploration, the passive peer notifies other peers in the
same subspace to choose one as the new super-peer.
The new super-peer connects the immediate adjacent
subspaces to reconstruct the extended subspace links.
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Figure 3. Peers with the same distance in FAN
The numerical results in Figure 3 show that, in most
situations, the maximal number of peers with the same
distance is smaller than 8, i.e. it can be well supported
by a subspace. The only exception is that when d=2
and the total number of peers is very large (more than
64K), we should choose an appropriate M value
(bigger than 1000). And we can conclude that the FAN
subspace division strategy will not be invalidated due
to the maximal number of peers with the same distance
exceeding the subspace capability.

4.1. Simulation setup
This section presents the detailed evaluation of FAN
protocol using simulations. We use PeerSim [19], a
P2P simulation framework for testing P2P protocols, to
implement FAN. In the FAN experiments, a peer is
described by d-dimensional attributes. Every
dimensional attribute is an integer followed the
uniform distribution from 0 to M.
The proportion of peer joining and leaving
operations kept roughly equal. Each peer averagely
issues 100 queries during online. Additional
parameters in the simulations are shown in Table 2. In
this section, we implemented Chord and FAN
protocols over PeerSim, while the data of CAN come
from [3].
Table 2. Additional experimental parameters
Parameter Descriptions
The total number of peers
mapping space dimensions
The capability of a subspace
The range of each dimension

6

M=500
M=1000
M=2000

6

0
256

4. Performance evaluation

N
d
k
M

8

max peers with the same distance

E (cos t ) =

max peers with the same distance

peer’s department brings O(

4.3. Average amount of the subspaces in FAN
As discussed in Section 3, FAN routing efficiency
and the message amount of peer joining and leaving
FAN, both are related to the subspace amount. And all
our analyses are based on the assumption that the
subspace amount is O(N/k). Therefore, whether the
FAN subspace management strategy can efficiently
slow the subspace increasing is crucial for the
scalability and availability of FAN.
We develop the simulations to measure the statistics
of average subspace amount with various N, d, k, and
M values. The numerical results in Figure 4 show that
the average subspace amount is approximately equal to
N/k. Through this simulation experiments, we have
found that FAN subspace management is efficient

Values
256-64K
2, 3, 5, 7
4, 8, 12, 16, 24
500, 1000, 2000

4.2. Maximal number of peers with the same
distance
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and can keep that the subspace amount is O(N/k).
Moreover, the analysis of FAN routing efficiency and
maintenance cost based on the assumption that the
subspace amount is O(N/k) is reasonable.

single-dimensional attribute. Moreover, the searching
in the single-dimensional FAN can also represent the
efficiency of the routing message spreading in the
extended adjacent subspaces. So we carried out a
simulation experiment to compare routing efficiency of
single-dimensional FAN and Chord.
As the numerical results shown in Figure 5, the
single-dimensional FAN also can achieve logarithmic
routing efficiency like Chord does. Thus, we can say
that routing messages can efficiently spread using the
extended adjacent subspace links.

FAN uses the extended adjacent subspace links
similar to Chord to improve its routing efficiency.
FAN is a routing algorithm proposed to support multidimensional attributes, however it can also support
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Figure 4. The average subspace amount in FAN
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Figure 5. Routing efficiency of single-dimensional FAN and Chord
amount. So we compare FAN and CAN routing
efficiency with k=1, 2, 3, 4 as [3] suggests. Moreover,
4.5. Routing efficiency of multi-dimensional
we carried out more experiments to investigate how N,
FAN
k, and d values influence the FAN routing efficiency.
Firstly we compare routing efficiency of FAN and
As the main idea described above, FAN is an
CAN with the same capability (k) in a subspace. In
efficient P2P overlay supporting multi-dimensional
Section 3, we analyses the FAN routing efficiency is
attributes. In Section 3, we analyses the FAN routing
O(log(N/k)) which has little relation with the
efficiency in theory. In this section, we design
dimension size. However, CAN routing efficiency has
simulation experiments to evaluate the average routing
great relation with the dimension of resource attributes.
hops in multi-dimensional FAN with various N, k, and
So we compare 3-dimensional FAN with CAN having
d values. Since CAN uses greedy forwarding to deliver
various d values. The graphs in Figure 6 show that
the routing messages, multiple peers in a zone will be
overloaded with the continuous increase of message
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FAN can get better routing efficiency over CAN in the
same circumstances.
We also carry out simulation experiments to find the
relationship between FAN routing efficiency and k
values. As the graphs in Figure 7 shown, the FAN
routing efficiency gets better with bigger k value, and
FAN can work well in the large network size (N=64K)
as well. Furthermore, we can see from the numerical
results that the average routing hops has an logarithmic
relationship with N/k, which illustrates that our
analyses of FAN routing efficiency is reasonable.
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FAN is proposed to support multi-dimensional
attributes, so we hope FAN can well support high
attribute dimension. Then we carry out simulation
experiments to evaluate FAN routing efficiency with
various d values. As the graphs in Figure 8 shown, the
FAN routing efficiency has little change with various d
values, so we can draw a conclusion that FAN can
work well in a large resource attribute dimensions.
Through the experiments in this subsection, we can
find that FAN is an efficient overlay supporting multidimensional attributes with O(log(N/k)) routing
efficiency.
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achieve fast resource searching in FAN and also make
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super-peers store more routing information. So we
have to take into account whether the routing messages
will overburden the super-peers and influence FAN
stability or not. We carried out an experiment to
evaluate routing table data items of FAN super-peers
with various N, k, and d values.
The graphs in Figure 9 show that the maximal
amount of routing table items has logarithmic
relationship with N. And the routing table size is
acceptable (less than 50), even though the total number
of peers in FAN is more than 64K. Hence, we can say
that the routing table size will not overburden the
super-peers in FAN.
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5. Conclusion and future work
FAN is a P2P overlay supporting multi-dimensional
attributes. Comparing with CAN, FAN has the
advantages in routing efficiency and maintains cost.
Current P2P applications require efficient resource
searching over multi-dimensional attributes. Many
algorithms over CAN are proposed to solve this
problem. The improved algorithms such as [1], [4] and
[5] can also be implemented in FAN and achieve better
performance due to the advantages of FAN
architecture. For future work, we plan to facilitate FAN
optimization in the relation between cost and various
network parameters in FAN. Moreover, the complex
queries based on FAN may still need to be explored.
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